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UD PROGRlI.J.'1 BOOSTS
SCIENCE LEAP..lHNG
D.!\.YTON, Ohio, March 3, 1981

Science education at Dayton's Highview Elementary

School had been progressing pretty much as usual.

Emphasis landed on teaching pupils

the basics -- reading, writing, arithmetic -- with science taking a back seat. ·
Then Highview teacher Barbara Lambert began to change things.

Her techniques

for instilling in her students enthusiasm for science not only have reached the
some 1 00 students she teaches in grades one through three, but have spread to other
teachers at Highview and to teachers outside the Dayton system and their many more
students.
Lambert is part of a Field Studies in Environmental Education Program at the
University of

D~yton.

The program is funded by the National Science Foundation to

help address a national need to improve science and mathematics instruction in
elementary school grades.

Program director and UD biology professor P. Kelly

\,villiams states its purpose is to "strengthen elementary teachers I knowledge of and
direct experience with ecology," with the end pr:: Jduct of teachers better instructing
their students.
With 35 Dayton ar.d surrounding area teachers of grades kindergarten through five,
the program is taking effect.

Barbara Lambert says that since she has introduced

science content and methods learned in the UD course, her students are now asking,
"Can we do science this afternoon?

And they never did this before."

The science training for elementary teachers began three weeks last summer at
the University, with concentrated doses of learning in ecological processes: the
understanding of populations of plants and animals, the energy flow in ecological
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communities, evolution.

Lambert and others spent three hours each morning, five days

a week, in UD biology classrooms.

Afternoons were spent in laboratories gaining

direct contact with the ecological wonders learned in lectures.

Emphasis in the

course is placed on having the teachers implement in their own classrooms the newly
learned subject matter.

The teachers return to campus periodically to discuss with

their peers and UD biology professors those methods that worked with students, those
that failed.

And to Lambert, "hearing what others are doing has also increased her

knowledge and helped her to implement more."

Lambert said she now feels more comfortable

\-lith knowing what is taking place in other "science learning centers" and with
communicating that knowledge to other teachers.
Lambert boasts a variety of science learning initiatives that have produced a
positive response from her students.

In all her classrooms, growing projects are occurring.

Displayed are scientifically designed experiments illustrating the formation of crystals,
and the anatomy of fruits and vegetables.

Lambert taught her students how to identify

trees around them by using scientific keys, extending the naming of species into the
winter months when the difficulty is compounded by the absence of the trees' leaves.
Her students did technical counts of insect populations in their school yard.

They

used tracking books to identify types of animals that inhabit a nearby wooded area.
Lambert, a UD alumna with bachelor's and master's degrees in education, said
that her college curriculum well equipped her with all the methodology she needed
for teaching her students in most of the SUbjects.

But when it came to science, she

found herself at. a loss for words.
Highview, Lambert points out, was at one time a science magnet school, and many
of its teachers have a strong interest in the sciences.

Lambert herself had taken

three college courses in science, a number equal to or more than many of her peer
teachers at other schools.

But Lambert's advantage needed to be revived, she said.
-more-
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The content she had learned was now obsolete.

Before the in-service teacher training

at UD, she did not know terminology and procedures needed to teach her pupils
"scientific treatment of living things."
Lambert voices a concern shared with her fellow teachers in the UD program:
"teachers are interested in the meat, the hard core of science training, and not so
much in the methods of teaching it."

And a taste of that they got.

The program

participants will take with them five graduate credits in biology when the program
concludes this spring.

But the impact on their students' science and mathematic

skills can only be realized in the years ahead.
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